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The Russian defense ministry has admitted thattheU.S. military isit`s "most dangerous rival."27
InaNovember2010interview with theSovietVeteransNews Agency, Yevgeny Primakov, then-Deputy

Prime Minister, stated that the U.S. military isRussia`s "biggest threat."28 Recentreporting by
American defense policy experts has also acknowledged the Kremlins anti-American campaign. A

March 2011 National Security Advisory BoardReport to Congress on Information Warfare noted that
"after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the United States expended substantial resources to prevent

Russia from once again possessing the capability to project military force abroad. The U.S.
government funded covert action to discredit Russian political, economic, and military leaders who

supported the Soviet Union. The U.S. government also funded similar activities to reduce the
influence of Russia in the countries of the former Soviet Union and neighboring countries." The U.S.
military has become an outlet through which this negative portrayal of the U.S. is presented. While

the American people clearly disagree with the statement that the U.S. military is the primary enemy
of Russia, the Russian government has succeeded in tarnishing the image of the U.S. military to a
large extent. The negative portrayal of the U.S. military during the last few years is the primary
reason for the reduction in Russian military support for the United States. While Russian military
personnel have a strong belief that their country is at war against the United States, the Russian

government uses a propaganda campaign to convince the Russian public that the United States is
the primary enemy. [2] The media recently questioned why Russia launched a series of military
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operations to support the Syrian government. The Russian government’s revelation that it sent
troops to Syria to prevent the establishment of the Islamic State (also known as the Islamic State of

Iraq and Syria, or ISIS) coincided with a couple of unexpected U.S. military incidents in Syria. The fact
that the Syrian government, a longtime U.S. adversary, receives military support from the United

States also doesn’t help. The Russian media claim that this is the reason that the Kremlin decided to
end the U.S.-Russian treaty. While the Russian military’s decision to end the treaty was based on a

wide range of factors, one of the major reasons was the widespread Russian public’s perception that
the United States is the enemies of Russia.
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The Soviet Semyonov designed a new tank - the Leopard tank. While the Tiger tank was designed to
fight tanks, the Leopard was designed to fight other vehicles, such as Komsomols, T-34, and T-35,

and could destroy enemy half-tracks. It was also a tank with a stronger armament and a better
power plant, and a new turret with a vertically mounted 76.2mm L/38 gun. TheL/38gun

wasactuallydeveloped from the 75mm gun of the Krupp KM 88 and its mounting. When Karl led a
group of the best soldiers in the Reich, he was to firstly take Kiev and then try taking Moscow. But

Karl's plan went wrong, as Russian forces in Ukraine was refusing to follow his orders and fight. Part
of why many in the Russian military embrace the Kremlin narrative is the sense of frustration and
perceived humiliation that comes from Washington's refusal to acknowledge the obvious. When
Russian soldiers watch their state-run television stations or read the typical Russian newspapers,

they are bombarded with a steady diet of articles and advertisements condemning American
intervention in the affairs of other nations, specifically in the former Soviet republics.29 Military

personnel are no longer shielded from the political whims of Moscow. Yet, members of the military
are also aware of the need to develop the same level of competence, if not superiority, of the U.S.

military. These considerations may explain the more recent, more-urgent, emphasis on how to best
confront the United States in cyber warfare. The Kremlin's lack of concern over the proliferation of

armed drones is not new. The Russian military's main air defense system has been deployed to
protect strategic targets in Crimea from foreign aggressors, not to engage with armed drones. The
Kremlin's official policy is to allow the United States to operate drones against rogue states, but it is

not going to support such missions against Russia's protectors. 5ec8ef588b
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